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21 CFR Part 1308
[Docket No. e4-48]
Schedules of Controlled Substances;
Scheduling of 3,4Methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDMA) Into Schedule I of the
Controlled Substances Act
AOENCY: Drug Enforcement
Administration,
Justice.
ACTION:Finalrule.
SUMMARY: This isa final
ruleplacingthe
drug 3.4methylenedioxymethamphetamine
{MDMA} intoScheduleI ofthe
ControlledSubstancesAct {CSA}.
MDMA
willbe classified
as a
hallucinogenic
controlled
substance.
This actionwas initiated
followingthe
Drug Enforcement Administration's
(DEA} review oftheabuse and illicit
trafficking
ofMDMA. The Assistant
Secretary for Health, Department of
Health and Human Services {DHHS},
supported DEA's position that the
substance be placed into Schedule I of
the CSA. The effect of this rule is to
in,pose the criminal sanctions and
regulatory controls of Schedule I on the
manufacture, distribution and
possession of MDMA.
DATE: The effective date of this order is
November 13, 1986.
SUPPLEMEN'rARYINFORMATION-"On
March 13, 1984. the Administrator
of the
Drug Enforcement Administration
submitted information relevant to the
abuse potential and illicit trafficking_of
3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
{MDMA) to the Assistant Secretary for
Health, Department of Health and
Human Services. Briefly, the information
documented that 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine,
trafficked on the street as MDMA or
"'Ecstasy": {1} Is an analog of the
Schedule I controlled substance. 3,4methylenedioxyamphetamine
(MDA}, (2}
has no legitimate medical use or
manufacturer in the United States, (3}
has been clandestinely
synthesized
and
encountered
in the illicit drug traffic, {4}
produces stimulant and
psychotomimetic
effects in humans
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similar to those produced by MDA, and
{5) has been associated with medical
emergencies as reported by the Drug
Abuse Warning Network (DAWN).
In accordance with the provisions of
21 U.S.C. 811{b}, the DEA Administrator
requested a scientific and medical
evaluation of the relevant information
and a scheduling recommendation for
3.4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
from the Assistant Secretary for Health.
On June 6, 1984, the Administrator of the
Drug Enforcement Administration
received a letter from the Assistant
Secretary for Health, acting on behalf of
the Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services, atating that
3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDMA} has a high potential for abuse
and presents a significant risk to the
public health, and recommending that it
shouldbe placedintoScheduleIofthe
Controlled
SubstancesAct.
On July27,1984,theAdministratorof
theDrug EnforcementAdministration,
based upon a reviewof investigations
by theDrug EnforcementAdministration
and relyingon thescientific
and medical
evaluation
and therecommendation oftheSecretaryofHealthand Human
Servicesinaccordancewith 21 U.S,C.
811{c},
issueda NoticeofProposed
Rulemaking toamend § 1308.11ofTitle

accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States. Some of the responding
physicians and psychiatrists reported
having used it in their practices with
what they felt were positive results.
Many disputed the Agency's concept of
"currently accepted medical use."
Several stated that the highly
restrictive scheduling which was
contemplated would effectively end
presently ongoing research and
scientific experimentation. Some felt
that the costs involved in obtaining an
Investigational New Drug permit from
the Food and Drug Administration to
conduct human research with a
Schedule 1drug would be prohibitive to
any individual researcher. Another
stated that it would be unrealistic to
believe that any pharmaceutical
company would develop the drug.
SeveralfeltthatDEA didnot have
sufficient
informationregardingthe
presentand potential
uses ofthisdrug
and urgedthattheproposed scheduling
actionbe delayeduntilDEA had the
opportunity
to consideradditional
studiesand reportsofexperimentation
and research.

21 oftheCode ofFederalRegulationsby
placingMDMA
inScheduleI as a
hallucinogenic
controlled
substance.49
FIR30210. MDMA was not, at that time,
a controlled substance,
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
allowed sixty days for interested parties
to submit comments, objections or
requests for a hearing,
Sixteen comments were received in
response to the notice, seven of which
requested a hearing,
These comments and requests for
hearing came from a variety of
physicians, counselors, instructors and
others in medical or health care related
professions, as well as from former
subjects of experimental studies
involving the use and effects of MDMA.
All of the persons or entities that
submitted comments and/or requests for
hearing opposed the proposed
placement of the substance into
Schedule I. DEA was urged by many to
delay this proposed action until after
additional research could be completed,
Most felt that preliminary usage and
studies had shown MDMA to have
enormous potential value as an adjunct
tbpsychotberapy,
as an analgesic and in
the treatment of problems of drug
addiction,
Most of the writers vigorously
objected to one of DEA's stated bases
for the proposed scheduling, that being
the finding that MDMA had no currently

thereissome evidenceof unsupervised

A few ofthewritersquestionedthe
findingofhighabuse potential
as a
basisforplacementintoScheduleI.
While most ofthem acknowledged that
use ofMDMA, theyfeltthereported
instances of abuse were not sufficient in
number to warrant the conclusion that it
is a substance with a high potential for
abuse. Others stated that a potential for
abuse had not led DEA to place certain
other substances into Schedule I. A few
believed that there may be some
confusion of this substance with another
which is known to be abused, MDA, and
that the differences between the two
should be closely examined. A number
of the writers were not opposed to the
placement of MDMA into one of the
schedules under the CSA, but believed
that Schedule I was not the appropriate
schedule.
On November 13. 1984, the Deputy
Administrator of DEA referred the
matter to the Agency's Administrative
Law Judge, Francis L Young, to conduct
a hearing for the purpose of receiving
factual evidence and expert opinion
regarding the proposed scheduling of
MDMA. Judge Young was directed to
report to the Administrator
of DEA his
findings and recommended
conclusions
on the appropriate scheduling action to
be taken with respect to MDMA and on
the question of whether a drug which
has potential for abuse but no currently
accepted medical use in treat.ment can
lawfully be placed in any schedule other
than Schedule I. The proceeding was

•
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c6nduct_,d "on the record after
opportunity for a hearing" as required
by 21 U.S.C. 811(a) and in accordance
with the Administrative
Procedures Act.
5 U.S.C. 556 and 557.
The authority and criteria for
classifying substances
into schedules
under theControlledSubstances Act is
feund in21 U,S.C.811.This sectionof
theAct setsforththestandardsby
which theAttorneyGeneraland the
SecretaryoftheDepartment ofHealth
and Human Servicesare toevaluate
substancesforcontrol,
decontrolor
rescheduling.
The SecretaryofDHHS is
chargedwith making scientific
and
medicalevaluations,
includingscientific
evidenceofa substance's
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After studying briefs submitted by the
participants,
the judge issued a
recommended
decision on that issue,
dated June 1, 1985. He recommended,
first, that the language of the Act was
such that s substance with a potential
for abuse less than a "high" potential,
and havingno currently
accepted
medicaluse intreatment,
cannotbe
placedinany of thefiveschedules,
Alternatively,
thejudgerecommended
thatsuchs substanceshouldbe placed
ineitherScheduleIll.
IV orV,
dependingupon itsdegreeofpotential
forabuse.Ina letter
tothe
Administrative
Law Judge,dated
October 7,1985.theAdministrator
advisedthathe had decidednotto issue
a final
agency rulingon thatinitial
ruling
pharmacological
effects,
thestateof
untilhe had receivedtheentirerecordat
currentscientific
knowledge regarding
theconclusion
of thecase.
thedrug orothersubstance,what risk
Duringthecourseof thehearing,
on
thereistothepublichealth,thepsychic
July1,1985,inan independentactionby
orphysiological
dependence liability
of
theAdministrator
ofDEA, MDMA
was
thedrug,and whether thesubstanceis
placed intoScheduleIof theCSA
an immediate precursorofa substance
pursuanttotheemergency scheduling
alreadycontrolled
under theAct.The
provisions
of21 U.S,C.811{h}{1),
AttorneyGeneralmust considerthose
following
a determination
by the
itemspresentedby theSecretary,
and in
Administrator
thatthisactionwas
additionmust considertheactualor
necessarytoavoid an imminent hazard
relative
potential
forabuse ofthe
to thepublicsafety.
50 FR 23118.
substance,thehistoryand current
On May 22,1986,thejudgeissuedhis
patternofabuse,and thescope.
Opinion and Recommendations
durationand significance
ofabuse,
regardingtheschedulingofMDMA. The
MDMA was nota controlled
substance
judgerecommended thatMDMA
be
Ithad notbeen approved formarketing
placedinScheduleIIIoftheCSA. He
intheUnited Statesby theFood and
reached thisconclusionafterfinding
Drug Administration.
thatMDMA has a currently
accepted
Following preheating procedures,
medical use in treatment in the United
there remained five parties, including
States, that MDMA does not lack
the Agency, participating
in the hearing
accepted safety for use under medical
process. The participants
were the
supervision, and that it has less than a
Agency staff; George Greer, M.D., Lester
high potential for abuse.
Grinspoon,M.D.,Thomas B.Roberts,
Concerningtheissueof"accepted
Ph.D.and James Bakalar,McNeilab, Inc. medicaluse",the judgerefusedto
and Hoffrnann-LaRoche,Inc.;
Lyn B.
accepttheAgency'sargumentthatifa
Ehrnstein.
Esq.:and David E.Joranson.
drugor othersubstancebeing
Fivehearingsessions,
compromising
consideredforschedulingisnot
nine hearingdays,beginningon
approved formarketingintheUnited
February. 1, 19a._, and _m_d_ruinatingon
States under the Federal Food, Drag and
November 1, 1985, were conducted
Cosmetic AcL 21 U.S.C. 301, et seq., then
before the Administrative
Law Judge;
it has no "accepted medical use." He
the testimony of 33 witnesses was heard
concluded that "accepted medical use"
and 95 exhibits were received into
is determined by what is actually going
evidence,
on within the health care community,
Using this standard, the judge found
At s preliminary preheating
thai, based on the testimony of a
conferenceon February1,1985,the
relatively
smallgroup ofpsychiatrists
Administrative
Law Judge determined
and psychotherapists
who have used
thatone oftheissuesidentified
MDMA
in treatmentofhumans and
presenteda purelylegalquestionwhich
found ittohave certaindesirable
mightbe decidedwithouttheneed of
effects,
MDMA
had an acceptedmedical
any evidenceand inadvance ofthe
use intreatmentintheUnitedStates.
otherissuesinthecase.The issuewas:
With regardtotheissueof "accepted
Assumingthata substance
hasa potential safetyforuse", thejudgeconcludedthat
forabuseandhasno currently
accepted
MDMA
doesnotlackacceptedsafety
medicaluseintreatment
intheUnitedStates. foruse because thesame groupof
canthesubstance
beplacedinanyschedule psychiatrists
and psychotherapists
otherthanSchedule
I?
mentionedabove have administered
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MDMA to willing subjects in
uncontrolled,
nonresearch
studies and
would not have done so if such a
procedure was unsafe. Finally, with
regard to the issue of abuse potential,
the judge found that the Agency did not
meet its burden in establishing
that
MDMA
has a highpotential
forabuse.
On June11,13 and 24,1986,
respectively,
David Joranson,counsel
forDF_.A.
and two counselforHoffmanLaRoche,Inc.filed
exceptionsto the
Opinion and Recommendations ofthe
Administrative
Law Judge.In reply,
Grinspoon,Greer,etel.fileda Response
totheexceptionson June 27,1986,and
alsomoved tostrikeportionsofthe
Government'sexceptionsalleging
the
Government'suse oftheterm "bias"
withrespecttotheAdministrative
Law
Judge'sopinionwas prejudicial.
Additionally,
theyfileda motion forthe
opportunity
fororalpresentation
tothe
Administrator.
On July24,1986,the
Administrative
Law Judgecertified
and
transmitted
therecordtothe
Administrator
of DEA. The record
includedtheOpinion and
Recommendations oftheAdministrative
Law Judge,thefindings
offactand
conclusionsoflaw proposed by all
parties,
theexceptionsfiledby the
parties,
theresponsetothoseexceptions
and motionsfiledby Grlnspoon;Greet,
eiat.,
alloftheexhibits
and affidavits,
and allofthetranscripts
ofthehearing
sessions.
On August 11, 1986. the Administrator
granted the motion to strike portions of
the Government exceptions, filed by
Grinspoon, Greer, et al., and ordered the
Government to refile its exceptions
withoutuse oftheterm "bias"with
respecttotheAdministrative
Law
Judge'sopinion.
The Administratoralso
deniedthemotion fortheopportunity
fororalpresentation
tohim FLiedby
Grinspoon,Greer,etal.On August 21,
1986, the Government _refi!ed its
exceptions.
The Administrator
has carefully
reviewed the entire record in this matter
and hereby issues this final rule as
prescribed by 21 CFR 1316.67. The
Administrator
declines to accept the
recommendations
of the Administrative
Law Judgeand findsthatthereis
substantial
evidenceintherecordto
supportthedecisionthatMDMA
be
placedinScheduleI as a hallucinogenic
controlled
substance.The Administrator
finds,
consistent
with hisdecisionthat:
1.A new drugapplication
{NDA) must
be approvedby theFood and Drug
Administration
priortothemarketingof
a new drugintheUnited States.
The
NDA generally
consistsofdata
collected
duringthepre-clinical
and

36554
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investigational
new drug {IND 7
processes. The data in the NDA must
include toxicity studies, carcinogenic
studies in animals, reproductive
studies
in animals, side effects in humans, and
sufficient results from controlled studies
to show that the drug is safe and
effective in humans for the therapeutic
purpose advanced by the sponsor. New
drug applications
have been required
prior to marketing since 1938.
2. Section 505 of the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act {TI U.S.C. 355}
outlines the new drug application
process. The statute provides at section
505{a} that, "No person shall introduce
or deliver for introduction into interstate
commerce any new drug, unless an
approval of an application filed
pursuant to subsection (bJ of this section
is effective with respect to such drug."
The statute further provides that a
person filing an application for a new
drug must include "full reports of
investigations
which have been made to
show whether such drug is effective in
use." [Section 505(b)).
3. Section 505(i} of the Federal Food.
Drug and Cosmetic Act allows the
Secretary of the Department of Health
and tiuman Services to exempt from the
application
of the requirements of
approval of an NDA prior to marketing
"drugs intended solely for
investigational
use by experts qualified
by scientific training and experience to
investigate the safety and effectiveness
of drugs." The section goes further to
delineate certain requirements which
must be met by these experts,
4. Before an tmmarketed new drug
may be tested on humans, an
investigational
new drug exemption
(IND) must be applied for and approved
by the Food and Drug Administration.
This approval is required for both
pha.._:n..aceutica! compa._Aes who
ultimately intend to market the drug and
physicians or researchers
who are
interested
in using
drugrequirements
solely as a
research tool.
These the1ND
are necessary to comply with provisions
of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act, its implementing regulations, and
the basic ethical principles regarding the
conduct of research in human subjects,
These standards were established
as a
result of the Nuremberg trials in the
Nuremberg Code, and later reiterated in
the Helsinki Agreement of 1975.
5. In order for an IND to be initially'
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration.
the sponsor must
provide information regarding the
composition,
source and manufacturing
safeguards of the substance:, animal
toxicity studies showing that the
substance will not produce irreversible
damage at the doses used, and that
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there wilt be no unreasonable
hazard in
initiating studies in humans; a detailed
research protocol of the proposed
clinical investigation,
information
regarding the training and experiences
of the investigators;
and an agreement to
notify the FDA if any adverse effects
arise during animal or human tests,
6. On June 29, 1982, the Food and Drug
Administration
(FDA} published in the
Federal Register "Proposed
Recommendations
to the Drug
Enforcement Administration
Regarding
the Scheduling Status of Marihuana and
its Components and Notice of Public
Hearing" {47 FIR28141} in which the
Commissioner
of Food and Drugs stated:

MDNLA was not a grandfathered
drug
and that it had not been approved for
over-the-counter
use.
8. On June 6, 1984, the Acting
Assistant Secretary for Health sent a
letter to the Administrator
of DEA
which stated that a scientific and
medical evaluation of MDMA had been
completed. He further recommended
that MDMA be placed in Schedule I of
the CSA. Attached to the letter was an
"Evaluation
of the DEA
Recommendation
to Control MDMA in
Schedule I of the CSA." In this
evaluation, the Acting Assistant
Secretary for Health stated that he
concurred with DEA's recommendation

FDA
the term
"accepted
use"
to interprets
mean lawfully
marketed
undermedical
the
Federal Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Act. 21
U.S.C. 301, et seq .... A drug may be
marketed lawfully under the Federal Food,
Drag, and Cosmetic Act after approval of a
new dru$ application {NDA}for that drug.
There are, theoretically other ways in which
a drug could be marketed legally. The drug
could satisfy either the requirements for
exemption from the definition of "new drug"
in 21 U S.C. 321(p) or the requirements for a
"grandfather clause" from the new drug
approval provision. [47 FR 2.8150)
The Commissioner
of FDA continued
at page 28151 by saying:

of
Schedulea list
I for
The required
evaluationto
included
of MDMA.
the findings
be made for Schedule I substances.
which included the finding that the drug
has no currently accepted medical use in
treatment in the United States. The

The mechanism set up by Congr_s for
lawful marketing of a new drug requires
submission of an NDA to FDA and FDA
approval of that apphcation before
marketing. Before FDA can approve an NDA,
however, the drug sponsor must submit data
from an extensive battery of experimental
testing on both animals and humans to
establish the drug's safety and effectiveness
for its proposed uses. In addition, the sponsor
must submit data and manufacturing
controls, demonstrating that standards of
identity, strength, quality, and purity will be
met.
and concludes by saying:

marketed in the United States.
10. Since it has been determ/ned that
MDMA may not be lawfully marketed in
the United States, the Administrator
finds that MDMA has no currently
accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States.

Thus, the lack of an approved NDA for a
drug substance leads FDA to find that a
substance lacks an "accepted medical use in
treatment"
for two
reasons. interstate
First, if use of the
drug
is unlawful
whenever
commerce is involved, medical use of the
drug cannot be classified as accepted,
Second, in the absence of the data necessary
for approval of an NDA, the agency has no
basis for concluding that medical use of the
drug in treatment can be considered
acceptable by medical standards.
7. In March 1984, there was no
reference in the files of the Food and
Drug Administration
to the substance
3,4:-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDM.A}; there were no investigattonal
new drug applications or approvals:
there were no new drug applications
or
approvals; and there was no indication
that any sponsor had informed FDA that
such submission would be forthcoming.
It was also determined
at that time that

evaluation of the Acting Assistant
Secretary for Health stated that he
concurred with this finding.
9. The phrase "currently accepted
medical use in treatment in the United
States" as used in 21 U.S.C. 812, means
that the Federal Food and Drug
Administration
has determined
that a
drug or other substance can be lawfully

11. The Food and Drug Administration
evaluates the safety of a substance
throughout the investigational
new drug
{IND} process, and as part of the new
drug application (NDA) approval status.
12. The sponsor of an IND is
responsible
for supplying FDA with the
results of preclinical {animal} studies
which show that there will be no
unreasonable
hazards in initiating
studies in humans with the drug. At a
minimum, these initial studies must
include a pharmacological
profile of the
drug, acute toxicity studies in several
species, and short-term toxicity studies
ranging from two weeks to three
months.
13. A substance is not deemed "safe"
by the Food and Drug Administration
unless FDA, after a review of scientific
data submitted during the IND process.
has determined
that the substance can
be given to humans without irreversible
harm.
14. No scientific data was supplied to
the Food and Drug Administration
which would demonstrate
the safety of
MDMA, and a review of the scientific
literature led an FDA official who
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evaluates the safety and efficacy of
drugs to conclude that the literature
does not support the safety of MDMA
for use under medical supervision,
15. On ]une 29. 1982. the Food and
Drug Administration
(FDA) published in
the Federal Register "'Proposed
Recommendations
to the Drug
Enforcement Administration Regarding
the Scheduling Status of Marihuana and
Its Components and Notice of a Public
Hearing" (47 FR 28141) in which the
Commissioner
of Food and Drugs stated:
The Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act
provides that FDA approve an NDA upon
scientific evidence that the drug has been
shown to be safe and effective for its
proposed uses. See 21 U.S.C. 355[d). Because
no drug is ever completely safe in the
absolute sense. FDA considers "safe" to
mean (in the context of a human drug) thai
the therapeutic benefits to be derived from
the drug outweigh its known and potential

phenytisopropylamines
or
amphetamines,
20. MDA, or 3,4methylenedioxyamphetamine.
amphetamine and methamphetamine
are also phenylisopropylamines,
21. MDA, or 3.4methylenedioxyamphetamine,
is formed
by the addition of a methylenedioxy
group to amphetamine.
22. MDMA is formed by the addition
of a methylenedioxy
group to
methamphetamine.
23. The addition of a methylenedioxy
group to the aromatic nucleus cf
amphetamines produces compounds
with psychotomimetic
activity.
24. Psychotomimetic
is a term used to
describe a large class of compounds
which change or modify a person's

C_2- "-"'_2
.

labeling
.
Another. .factor
considered by FDA in
assessing
the drug's
safety isst the
labeling which
is approved
theproposed
time of
approval for marketm& A drug might be
considered safe for some proposed uses but
not others. Only those proposed uses where
the benefit/risk ratio is favorable will be
included in the indications section of the
drug'slabeling...
But it is only upon approval for marketing.
when there has been an institutional decision
based upon scientific judgement by the
regulatory agency charged with the
responsibility of evaluating the safety and
_accepted" as safe under medical
supe_'ision.(47 FR 28152)
efficacy
16. There
of new
is drugs,
no legitimate
that s dru8
commercial
becomes
manufacturer of MDMA in the United
States. Further, the MDMA which has
been used by psychiatrists
is not labeled
with safety or therapeutic
considerations.
17. The phrase "accepted safety for
supervision"
as
mpana
that n
..................
,-, .............
drug has been evaluated for safety by
the Food and Drug Administration
and
approved for marketing in the United
States.
18. Accordingly, the Administrator
finds that since MDMA has not been
evaluated for safety by the Food and
Drug Administration, and has not been
approved for marketing in the United
States, it does not possess "accepted
safety for use..,
under medical
supervision."
lg. MDMA. or 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine,
belongs to a class of compounds which
can be termed phenethylamines
or,
narrowly defined,
use.., i_ under
_aD,_
91 lI _ medical
I_ R19{hl

mood or mental state The terms
psychotomimetic
and hallucinogenit, are
commonly used interchangeab].,,.
25. MDMA is the N-methyl analog of
MDA. This means that MDMA differs
structurally from MDA the same way
that methamphetamine
differs from
amphetamine, by the addition of an Nmethyl group.
26. N-methylation
of MDA yields
MDMA which retains the
psychotomimetic
properties of MDA.
27. N-methylation
of amphetamine
yields methamphetamine
which retains
the central nervous system activity of
amphetamine.
28. The difference in structure
between amphetamine and
methamphetamine
is illustrated by the
following diagram:

C_2.CH.r,_2_-3
I

CH3

C_3

a_pl-.e t arr,_i ne
29.

Tr,e difCer'en_e

_,llustrate_

/

r_et ha,'r.phet a,'r,i ne

by

the

in

str_='.ure

follo_,irJg

G

be'_weer,

HSA a_d

_5_;,

_

dlag"a,'r,:

t"

_'0

tO
CH2""C_-r_._
!
_
C_3

C__

_,Dk
30. MDMA produces pharmacological
effects in common with both central
nervous system sumumms
.......
nxe
amphetamine,
and hallucinogens like
MDA in animals.
31. MDA and MDMA both produce
central nervous system stimulation as
measured by increased locomotor
activity in mice.
32. Tests conducted by Braun, Shulgin
and Braun show that at an oral dose of
20 mg./kg, in mice, MDA produced a
significant increase in locomotor
activity. At the same dose, MDMA
produced approximately three times the
motor activity of MDA during the first
-three hours after application. They
concluded that MDA, MDMA and Nethyl MDA caused the greatest
stimulation and that this is consistent

__

"_'_
CH2- C_-_,HC
k_3
I
OH3

HDe,t,
with results of tests in mice of
amphetamine compounds with no ring
substitution {e.g.. amphetamine and
methamphetamine).
Braun, Shulgin and
Braun further conclude that "compounds
which cause a sharp increase in motor
activity in animals generally prove to
have a pronounced central nervous
system effect in man."
33. A study conducted by Intox
Laboratories reported significantly
reduced body weights at 7 and 14 days
following initiation of MDMA dosing in
rats.
34. The Intox Laboratory study also
reported that rats who had been
administered MDMA showed
hyperactivity, excitability, aggressive
behavior and stereotypic behavior.
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35. Studies conducted by Dr. Harris at
lethal than mescaline but less lethal
the Medical College of Virginia
than MDA.
compared the locomotor activity in mice
42. Intraperitoneal
LD_'s for NfDA
using d-amphetamine
and MDMA. Dr.
and MDMA were determined
in mice by
Harris found that MDMA produces
Dr. Davis. The LDr,o's of .MDNLatand
slightly less central nervous system
MDA were substantially
the same with
stimulation than amphetamine
at peak
the IJ_ for MDA equalling 90.0 mg./kg,
activity which is 1 t/2 hours after
and the _
for MDMA equalling 106.5
administration.
However, at 5--15
mg./kg. Dr. Hardman found the LD_ of
minutes and 2-3 hours after
MDA to be 92 mg./kg. Davis also found
administration,
the maximum
that both MDA and MDMA showed the
stimulating effect of MDMA is
amphetamine-like
property of increased
substantially
greater than that produced
lethality under aggregated housing
by d-amphetamine,
conditions compared to isolated housing
36. MDA and MDMA produce similar
conditions,
centrally mediated analgesic effects in
43. In the study conducted by Intox
mice as determined by the hot-plate test,
Laboratories
the oral IJ_ for MDMA in
the tail-flick test and the stretch test.
rats was estimated to be approximately
The tail-flick test and hot-plate test
325 mg./kg. No oral value was reported
showed that MDMA produces an
for MDA, but based on the data from
increased analgesic effect over that
Intox Laboratories, Dr. Hardman
produced by MDA.
estimated it to be approximately 150
37. MDA and MDMA both produce an
mg./kg,
increase in body temperature when
44. MDMA, MDA, amphetamine and
administered to rabbits at similar
methamphetamine
produce neurotoxic
potencies. Hyperthermia in rabbits is
effects when administered to animals,
reported to be a measure of central
MDMA and MDA are neurotoxic in rats
nervous system activity. Dr. Shulgin
at doses which are very low compared
notes that there is a reasonably good
to the neurotoxic doses of amphetamine
parallel between the hyperthermia
and methamphetamine,
response in rabbits and some of the
45. MDMA and MDA both produce
effects of LSD, and that these parallel
long term reduction in serotonin levels
quite closely the psychopharmacological
and serotonin uptake sites in the rat
potency in humans. He believes that it is
brain. These neurochemical
depletions
probably the best animal test at present
are due to the destruction of serotonin
for estimating psychotomimetic
potency,
nerve terminals as determined by visual
38. Both MDA and MDMA are potent
staining techniques,
releasers of serotonin or 546. In humans, serotonin nerve
hydroxytryptamine,
a neurotransmitter
terminals are believed to play a major
which has a widely accepted role in the
role in mood. emotion, pain perception,
activity of hallucinogens,
sleep and affect the regulation of
39. In mice, dogs and monkeys, MDA
aggressive and sexual behavior.
and MDMA produce the same spectrum
47. Although single injections of
of pharmacological
effects when
MDMA may be slightly less neurotoxic
observed during toxicity studies. These
than MDA, MDMA, used chronically,
effects include hyperactivity,
appears to be more neurotoxic than
excitability,
emesis,apprehensionor
MDA.
fright,
aggressive
behavior,bizarrebody
48.The neurotoxicity
ofamphetamine
attitudes,
apparenthallucinations,
and methamphetamine has been
dyspnea and hyperpnea.Motor activity determinedin rats,
guineapigsand
effectsincludeconvulsions,
muscular
monkeys.
rigidity
and tremorsand theautonomic
49.MDMA
and MDA may producethe
activity
includesmydriasis,
piloerection,same neurotoxiceffects
toserotonergic
salivation
and vascularflushing.
These
nerves inhumans,
effects
arepartofwhat isdescribedas
50.Drug discrimination
studiesin
theclassical
pharmacological
response
animals allow one todetermineifa
ofthedog tointravenousmescaline,
particular
dose ofa testsubstance
40.The lethality
ofa compound is
produces effects
which arerecognized
reportedas an _
which isthedose of as thesame as thoseproduced by a
a drug which willkill50% oftheanimals particular
dose ofanothersubstance.
It
treatedwith thatdose,
isbelievedthattheeffects
recognized
41.The Ll_'s formescaline.
MDA
by theanimalsinthesestudiesare
and MDMA
were determinedby
centralnervoussystem effects
and
intravenousor intraperitoneal
hence thisparadigm isveryusefulin
administration
in fivespeciesof
characterizing
centrally
acting
animals.MDMA had LI_'s between 2
compounds.
and 6 timeslessthan thoseofmescaline
51.Ifa testdruginanimal drug
and between 1.5and 3 timesmore than
discrimination
studieselicits
similar
MDA. This means thatMDMA
ismore
responsestoa standarddrag,boththe
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test drug and the standard drug are
assumed to have similar abuse potential
if the reinforcing properties
and adverse
effects of the standard and test drugs
are similar.
52. In drug discrimination
paradigms,
complete generalization
indicates that
the test compound is similar enough for
the animal to recognize it as the training
drug by responding on the appropriate
drug lever at least 80% of the time. No
generalization
indicates that the test
compound is unlike the training
compound so that a low number of
responses will be made on the drug
lever. Partial generalization
indicates
that there may be pharmacological
effects common to both test and training
drug, but that some doses of the test and
training drug are similar and that. at the
tested doses, another type of
pharmacological
effect may
predominate.
53. MDMA shares discriminative
stimulus properties in common with
amphetamine and MDA in drug
discrimination
studies in rats.
54. In a drug discrimination
test
described by Dr. Glermon, rats trained
to recognize amphetamine
also
recognized MDA and MDMA. _,fDMA
was slightly more potent than MDA in
being recognized as amphetamine. Other
compounds which generalized to the
amphetamine
stimulus included
methamphetamine,
cocaine and paramethoxyamphetamine.
55. Rats trained to recognize MDA
recognized MDMA in drug
discrimination
studies conducted by Dr.
Glermon.
56. MDA completely generalized (83%
correct response} in rats trained to
recognize 4-methyl-2,5dimethoxyamphetamine
(DOM}, a
substancewith known hallucinogenic
properties,
butonly withina very
narrow dosage range.
57.MDMA
showed partial
generalization
(52% correctresponse}in
ratstrainedtorecognizeIX)M, ata
specific
dose.
58.A standardabuse liability
testfor
assessingthereinforcing
properties
of a
drug isthesubstitution
procedure.
Itis
the most common and reliable
method
fordeterminingwhether a drug willbe
self-administered.
In thisprocedure,
new drugsare testedtodetermine
whether or nottheywillmaintainthe
respondingof animalstrainedtopressa
leverforintravenousdeliveryofa
known drugreinforcer.
59.In testsconductedwith rhesus
monkeys and baboons trainedtoselfadministercocaine,themonkeys and
baboons continuedtoself-administer
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then MDMA was subsl_tuted for
cocaine
6¢; Of three baboons that selfadministered
MDMA, two exhibited
unusual behavior. One appeared to
track nonexistent
objects, and another
exhibited aggressive behavior. Levels of
self-administration
in all three baboons
tested were in the same range as those
of MDA and slightly
lessthanthoseof
cocaine,amphetamine and
phencyclidine.
61.Drs.Shulginand Nicholsfirst
reportedthatMDMA
produces
psychotomimeticeffectsinman in1976.
These effects
aredescribedas
intoxication,
alteredstateof
consciousnessand s.vmpathomimetic
stimulation,
62.The racemicmixtureof MDMA,
which isa combinationofboth optical
isomers,isthedrug which is

pulse and heartbeat, severe anxiety,
paranoia, fear, insomn+a ps.x chologmal
craving for the drugand depression,
66. Dr. Siegel, inhis irAe_-iews with
171 individuals who claim to have used
MDMA in the Los Angeles. California
area, reports that effects of MDMA at
low doses approximate
those of low
doses of mescaline, and that effects
reportedforhigherdoses ofMDMA
{200
rag.)
produce effects
similartothoseof
LSD. The highdose effects
include
hallucinations,
eithervisual,
tactile,
olfactory
or auditory,
67.Low tomoderate dosesofMDMA
have been giventoindividuals
by
psychiatrists.
Some ofthese
psychiatrists
claimedthattheMDMA
administeredwas made by them under
thesupervisionofDr.Shulgininhis
laboratoryinCalifornia.
68.MDMA
has been reported,
by the

clandestinely
produced,found inthe
illicit
traffic
and used by psychiatrists,
63,Ina 1978publication,
Dr.Shulgin
reportedthatracemicMDMA
produced
a high levelofintoxication
inman at
doses of100-160rag.Color enhancement
as well as physicalsymptoms of
mydriasisand jaw clenchingwere
noted.MDMA
was describedas
maintainingthesame potencyas MDA
butexhibiting
subtledifferences
inthe
qualitative
natureof theintoxication,

psychiatrists
administering
to
themselvesand others,
and by other
individuals
to producethefollowing
physicaleffects:
jaw clenching,
anorexia,insomnia,flight
ofideas,
increasedheartand pulserate,
mydriasis,
nystagmus,blurredvision,
enhanced deep tendon reflexes,
fatigue
afteruse.ataxia,nausea,vomitting.
headache and shakiness.
69.Psychological
effects
reportedfor
low tomoderate doses ofMDMA

64.In a 1980 publication,
Dr.Shulgin
and othersdescribeMDA and MDMA
as havingboth stimulantand
psychotomimeticproperties
inhumans,
Racemic MDA and MDMA
were
administeredorallytofivevolunteers
at
doses up to160 rag.The effective
dose of
MDA was 60-120mg.,while thatof
MD_LA was 100-160 mg. Dr. Shulgin and
others noted a drive increasing effect, a
change in expression
and an apparent
increase in the acoustic, visual and
tactile sensory perceptions, as well as a
tension-decreasing,
mood-lightening
effect in the human subjects. Mydriasis

includeeuphoria,sense ofwell-being
increasesinphysicaland emotional
energy.,
focuson thehereand now,
impairedjudgment,heightenedsensual
awareness,anxiety,
briefshort-term
memory loss.
distortion
indepth
perception,
briefhallucination,
visual
illusion,
nervousness,milddepression,
mental fatigue, confusion and altered
state of consciousness,
70. MDMA was first identified by a
DEA laboratory in 1972. Between 1972
and April 1985, DEA laboratories
identified 41 exhibits of MDMA
consisting of over 60,000 dosage units,
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noted during the entire period. The
effects of MDA and MDMA were
apparent beginning 30 minutes after
ingestion and continuing for
approximately
four hours, except that a
noted increase in motor activity lasted
severalmore hours.Shulginconcluded
thatthe"psychopharmacological
profiles
ofMDA and MDMA
arevery
similar."
65.The Haight-AshburyFreeMedical
ClinicinSan Franciscotreats
approximatelythreetofourclients
per
month who seek help forproblems
arising
from theuse ofMDMA, MMDA
or MDA. Individuals
seenattheclinic
have taken up to15 doses ofMDMA in
one day. likely
tobe 50 to150rag.each.
The use ofhigherdoses producesrapid
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Schedule I on July 1. 1985, MDMA has
been identified in at least 14 exhibits
submitted to DEA laboratories from
Texas alone. These 14 exhibits
contained over 35,000 dosage units of
MDMA.
72.MDMA
isavailable
intablets,
capsulesand powders withrecent
analysesindicating
approximately110
rag.ofracemicMDMA
perdosage unit.
MDMA
has been encounteredinmany
sectionsoftheUnited Statesand other
countries.
,
-7,3.
Since1978,non-Federalforensic
.laboratories
have reportedover41
exhibitsofMDMA
toDEA.
74.Pharm Chem Laboratories
and
Toxicology.
TestingServiceare
laboratories
which provideconfidential
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analysis of dnzg samples voluntarily
submitted
to them. Their data provides
information
on the availability of street
drugs and trends in drug abuse patterns
75. Between 1973 and 1983. Pharm
Chem Laboratories
reported MDA and
MDMA in the same category.. The total
number of submissions
of MDA/MDMA
between 1973 and 1983 was 610. ranging
from 21 in1974to88 in 1978.
76.Pharm Chem reported20
submissionsofMDMA
between May
1983 and May 1984,when it
discontinueditstestingservice.
77.ToxicologyTestingService
reported19 submissionsofMDMA
between April1984and March 198,5
78.In itsinvestigation
of the
clandestinemanufacture ofcontrolled
substances,DEA has encounteredfive
laboratories
producingor possessingthe
necessarychemicalsto produceMDMA.
Each laboratoryhad produced or had
the capability
ofproducingkilogram
{I0,000dosage units}quantities
of
MDMA. Impurities
found intheMDMA
analyzed by forensiclaboratories
indicatethatMDMA
isproduced m
clandestinelaboratories.
79.A DEA investigation
conductedin
June 1984of a suspectedcocaine
distributor
resultedin information
concerningthewidespread
availability
of"Ecstasy,"or MDMA, intheDallas
Texas area,
80."Ecstasy,"
orMDMA, with a
claLmed origination
ofCalifornia,
was
being distributed
inthe Dallasarea in
100 tabletbottles
by organizedgroups,
The tabletswere found tocontain
approximately110 rag.ofMDMA.
81. Street prices for MDMA in 1985
were found to be $750 for 1,000 doses in
Auatin, Texas; $'12.50 per dose in
Boulder, Colorado; $70 per gram in New
York; $85 per gram in California, and
$10-$2.0 per dose in New Hampshire.
82. Dr. Inaba from the Haight-Ashbury
f'_linlr
in ._n
_ ........................

_t-nneiten

t.tDnnrlg.
r ....

medically unsupervised
use of MDMA in
San Francisco by the gay male
population, young professionals
and
individuals
with a history of
hallucinogenic
drug use.
83. Dr. Siegel of UCLA estimates that
thestreetdistribution
ofMDMA
has
risenfrom 10,000dosage unitsin1976 to
30,000dosage unitsper month in1985.
84.Studentsatthe University
of
Texas inAustinindicatethatMDMA
is
easilyavailableon campus atabout $5
to$20 pertablet.
85.Dr.Ingrasci,
a psychiatrist
who has
himselfused MDMA
on patients,
has
interviewedover500 individuals
who
have used MDMA
over thepast seven to
eightyears.More than halfof these
individuals
had used MDMA
ina non-
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therapeutically
motivated setting for
curiosity or recreation,
86. Dr. Joseph ]. Downing, a practicing
psychiatrist in San Francisco, California,
conducted a pilot study in 1984 into the
effects in healthy humans of a single
exposure to MDMA. The 21 subjects in
Dr. Downing's MDMA study had all
used MDMA previously. One had used
MDMA 15 times, one I0 times, and one
only once. The mean frequency of use of
the 21 subjects was once every 2.2
months.
87. Dr. Lester Grinspoon reports that
MDMA is being taken by a growing
number of people, particularly
students
and young professionals
in a casual and
recreational
manner,
88. Dr. George Greer, a practicing
psychiatrist in Santa Fe, New/vtexico,
has used MDMA as an adjunct to
psychotherapy
in clinical work. He
reported that one of his subjects, after
taking the unusually high dosage of 350
rag. of MDMA, reported visual
hallucinations,
illusions, hearing
impairmenL brief memory loss and
distortion in depth perception,
89. Between 1977 and 1981, the Drug
Abuse Warning Network (DAWN)
reported eight emergency room episodes
associated
with the use of MDMA.
90. MDMA is reported to have been
associated
with two overdose deaths,
One death occurred in Seattle,
Washington in 1979, and one in Santa
Monica, California.
91. The Assistant Secretary of Health,
Department of Health and Human
Services, in his scientific and medical
evaluation of MDMA, concluded that
MDMA has a high potential for abuse,
92. Therefore, the Administrator
finds
that MDMA has a high potential for
abuse
Discussion
The phrase "currently
accepted
medical use in treatment
in the United
States" is found in 21 U.S.C. 812(b). It is
one of the three findings required for
placement of a substance
into one of the
five Schedules of the Controlled
Substances
Act. Whereas placement of
a drug or other substance
into Schedules
II through V requires a finding that the
substance has a currently accepted
medical use in treatment
in the United
States, placement of a substance into
Schedule I requires a finding that the
substance "has no currently accepted
medical use in treatment
in the United
States." 21 U.S.C. 812(b}(1}(B}. The
Controlled Substances Act does not
define this term.
The Administrator
concludes that the
term "'currently accepted
medical use in
treatment in the United States" means
that the drug or other substance is
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lawfully marketed in the United States
pursuant to the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act of 1938 {FDCA}, 21 U.S.C.
355. The FDCA establishes
procedures
regarding approval of drugs for
marketing in the United States, and an
exemption for investigational
use of
approved drugs prior to marketing,
These procedures require that F'DA must
approve a new drug as being safe and
effective before it may be introduced
into interstate commerce in the United
States.
If a substance is not marketed in
interstate commerce in the United
States, it is not manufactured
by the
pharmaceutical
manufacturers
who are
licensed by the FDA to produce the vast
array of medications
currently available
in this country; it is not distributed by
pharmaceutical
wholesalers
licensed to
sell pharmaceuticals,
it is not stocked in
retail pharmacies,
hospitals and other
medical facilities which dally dispense
drugs to patients; and it cannot be
prescribed by the hundreds of thousands
of physicians and other practitioners
who are authorized by their licenses and
registrations
to prescribe
pharmaceuticals,
including controlled
substances,
in the course of their
professional
practices. Such a substance
cannot be said to have a "currently
accepted medical use in treatment in the
United States." (Emphasis added)
The complex system of approval for
marketing and conditions for use of nonapproved drugs for investigational
purposes is designed to protect the
health of the humans to whom the drug
is to be given. A drug must be shown to
be safe and effective before any
manufacturer
can market it in this
country. Approval of a substance makes
it "acceptable"
and available for
medical use. Any other meaning of
"cu_ently
accepted medical use in
treatment in the United States", other
than approval for marketing by the Food
and Drug Administration,
would make
the NDA process a sham and would
require pure conjecture on the part of
the Secretary and the Administrator
in
determining if a substance had an
"accepted medical use." This
interpretation
is also consistent with
that of the Uniform Controlled
Substances
Act, which has been
adopted by almost all of the 50 states,
The Administrative
Law Judge, in
recommending
that the Administrator
find that MDMA has an accepted
medical use in treatment, urged that the
Administrator
look at "what is actually
going on within the health care
community" in order to make this
determination.
The Administrator
cannot accept this recommendation.
The
Administrator
cannot, consistent with
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his responsibility
to protect the
American public from the abuse and
misuse of dangerous drugs, declare
legitimate a substance which has not
been found safe and effective under the
procedures required by the FDCA. He
cannot find that a drug, which is not
available through commercial, legitimate
channels to the medical community, has
an "accepted medical use in treatment
in the United States." The fact that a
handful of physicians are of the opinion
that a substance may have therapeutic
value is not an acceptable alternative to
the thorough clinical and preclinical
evaluation which precedes the approve!
of an NDA.
Another finding required to be made
by the Administrator for placement of a
substance in Schedule I is that "there is
a lack of accepted safety for use of the
drug or other substance under medical
supervision." The same rationale
discussed with regard to "accepted
medical use" applies to "accepted safety
for use.,,
under medical supervision."
MDMA has not been approved for
marketing in the United States by the
Food and Drug Administration.
MDMA
has not been approved for
invesfigational
use by the Food and
Drug Administration.
No studies have
been submitted to the Food and Drug
Administration
which would
demonstrate the safety of MDMA with
reliable scientific data. There is no basis
upon which to conclude that/vtDMA has
"accepted safety for use..,
under
medical supervision."
Instead of relying on scientific data, or
the opinion of the Food and Drug
Administration,
the Administrative
Law
Judge chose to rely upon the "world of
health care practitioners"
to determine
"accepted safety for use." He chose to
disregard scientific, controlled studies
conducted by scientific researchers
which have shown MDMA to be
neurotoxic when administered
to rats,
and instead substituted the anecdotal
judgments of a handful of physicians
who observed the behavior of human
animals under the influence of MDMA.
A drug's safety for use in humans,
both at the investigational
stage and at
the marketing approval stage, can only
be established through controlled
scientific studies which are submitted to
and evaluated by the FDA. These
determinations
are given great weight
by the Administrator
in evaluating
scientific and medical matters.
For placement of a substance in
Schedule [, the Administrator
is also
required to find that "the drug or other
substance has a high potential for
abuse."
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The available scientific data clear):,
show that MDMA produces ph}sical
and psychological
effects in common
with central nervous system stimulants
like amphetamine,
and with known
hallucinogens
or psychotomimetics
like
MDA in both animals and humans. The
chemical structure of MDMA is very
closely related to MDA and to
methamphetamine.
Its pharmacological
properties are almost identical to those
of MDA. In preliminary
studies, MDMA
has been shown to be neurotoxic in
animals, just as MDA has been shown
to be neurotoxic. In the studies
conducted specifically
to determine
abuse liability, MDMA has bee.-, shown
to have an abuse liability similar to
stimulants such as cocaine and
amphetamine,
both substances with an
established
high potential for abuse.
MDMA is a substance
which is
clandestinely
produced and trafficked
on the street in the United States. and is
taken for its pleasurable
effects,
Animal and human studies w:hich
completely characterize
the
pharmacology,
safety and efficacy of
MDMA are not available,
The Administrator
finds that the
Agency sustained its burden that
MDMA has a high potential for abuse. It
has a similar chemical structure and
pharmacologJcaI
properties nearly
identical to substances
already found to
have a high potential for abuse It is
clandestinely
manufactured,
trafficked,
and actually abused. Its lack of
established
safety and potential
neurotoxicity
make it a serious risk to
the public health and safety,
Because the Administrator
has found
-that MDMA has no accepted medical
use in treatment and has a high
potential for abuse, it is unnecessa D' to
address
issue of for
"whether
a drug
which hasthepotential
abuse but
no
currently . accepted medical use in
treatment
can lawfully
be placed
schedule other
than Schedule
I." in any
In reaching the conclusion that
MDMA should be placed in Schedule 1
of the Controlled Substances
Act, the
Administrator has also considered the
following information. In 1983, the
World Health Organization
recommended that MDMA be placed in
Schedule I of the Convention on
Psychotropic Substances
(CPS}, 1971,
and the United Nations Commission on
Narcotic Drugs subsequently
placed
MDMA in Schedule I.
In addition, MDNtA is controlled in
Schedule H of the Canadian Food and
Drug Act. along with MDA and LSD.
Reports of clandestine
manufacture and
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distribution
of MDMA contin,_es in
Canada The Federal Republic of
Germany has also reported the
clandestine
manufacture
and
distribution
of MDMA.
The Administrator
has read _,ith
interest the comments from various
parties in the record concerning what
effect placement of MDMA into
Schedule I would have on legitimate
research into the substance.
The Controlled Substances Act
contains specific provisions for research
with Schedule I substances.
The
registration provisions are found in 2t
U.S.C. 823(f}. The majgr difference in the
regulatory requirements
imposed upon
researchers
handling Schedule I
controlled substances
and those
conducting research with Schedule If.
IlI, IV and V controlled substances
is
the registration requirements
which
require review of a protocol by the
Secretary of the Department
of Health
and Human Services.
The information required to be
contained in this protocol is outlined
with specificity in 21 CFR 1301.33. The
protocol requirements
also make
reference to the investigationat
new
drug lIND) procedures, They provide a
mechanism for researchers
wishing to
conduct clinical (human) investigations
with controlled substances
in Schedule
1.
All researchers
utilizing controlled
substances
must be registered by the
Drug Enforcement Administration
All
researchers
must keep records, and all
researchers
must maintain the
controlled substances
in a "securely
locked, substantially
constructed
cabinet." The records required to be
kept by researchers
in Schedule I are
not substantially
different from the
records required to be kept by a
researcher or dispenser of Schedule I1.
Ill,AIV_,,,4,,_,,
or V controlled
substances.
,,t )ho ,,h,_,,,
,,,,,,,t_)_,_,,_
.....................
_'.........
demonstrates
that with
thoseMDMA
who wish
conduct research
haveto
available avenues by which to pursue
such research.
Placement of a substance into
Schedule I and designating it as a
hallucinogenic imposes certain
regulatory requirements on those
handling the substance. Since MDMA
has been a Schedule I controlled
substance since July 1, 1985, the
requirements
imposed by the CSA and
implementing regulations continue as
fo!Jows:
1, Registration.
Any person who
manufactures,
distributes, delivers,
imports or exports MDMA, or who
engages in research or conducts
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instructional
activities with respecl to
this substance, or who proposes to
engage in such activities,
must be
registered to conduct such activihes in
accordance
with Parts 1301 and 1311 of
Title 21 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
2. Security. MDMA must be
manufactured,
distributed
and stored in
accordance
with §§ 1301.71 through
1301.76 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
3. Labeling andPacAaging.
All.labels
and labeling for commercial
containers
of MDMA must comply with the
requirements
cf § § 1302.03 through
1302.05, 1302.7 and 1302.08 of Title 21 of
the Code of Federal Regulations.
4. Quotes. All persons required to
obtain quotas for MDMA shall submit
applications pursuant to § § 1303.12 and
1303.22 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
5. Inventory. Every registrant required
to keep records and who possesses
any
quantity of MDMA shall take an
inventory pursuant to 1304.11
through1304.19 of Titie 21 of the Code of
Federal Regulations of all stocks of this
substance on hand.
6. Records. All registrants required to
keep records pursuant to 1304.21-1301.27
of Title 21 of the Code of Federal
Regulations sY,all do so regarding
MDMA.
7. Reports. All registrants
required to
submit reports pursuant to § § 1304.37
through 1304.41 of Title 21 of the Code of
Federal Regulations shall do so
regarding MDMA.
8. Order Forms. All registrants
involved in distribution
of MDMA shall
comply with the order form
requirements
of § § 1305.01 through
1305.16 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
9. Importation andExportQtion.
All
importation and exportation of MDMA
shall be in compliance with Part 1312 of
Title 21 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
10. Cr_minalLiability.
Any activity
with respect to MDIvLa_ not authorized
by, or in violation of, the Controlled
Substances Act or the Controlled
Substances Import and Export Act
continues to be unlawful. The criminal
penalties are those of a Schedule 1
hallucinogenic.
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the
Administrator
certifies that the
placement of MDMA into Schedule I of
the Controlled Substances
Act will have
no impact upon small businesses
or
other entities whose interests must be
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considered under the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (Pub. L 96-354). This
action involves the control of a
substance with no currently
approved
medical use or manufacture
in the
United States•
In accordance with the provisions of
section 201(a} of the Controlled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 811(a)], this
scheduling action is a formal rulemaking
"on the record after opportunity
for a
hearing." Such proceedings
are
conducted pursuant to provisions of the
Administrative
Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C.
556 and 557, and as such have been
exempted from the consultation
requirements
of Executive Order 12291
(46 FR 13193}.
List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 1308
Administrative
practice and
procedure, Drug traffic control,
Narcotics, Prescription drugs.
Under the authority vested in the
Attorney General by section 201(a} of
the Controlled Substances
Act (21 US.C.
811(a}} and delegated
to the
Administrator
of the Drug Enforcement
Administration
by regulations
of the
Department of Justice, 28 CFR 0 100(b},
the Administrator
hereby orders that
Part 1308, Title 21, Code of Federal
Regulations, be amended as follows:
PART 1308--SCHEDULES OF
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
{AMENDED]
1. The authority citation for Part 1308
cont!nues to read as follows:
Authority:2'1 U.SC. 811,812, 871_b).
2. Section 1308.11 is amended by
redesignating
the existing paragraphs
(d)(7) through {d}(24}
as (d}(8}
through
{d)(25} and adding a new paragraph
tu)t_ ; as _u_OVca.
§ 1308.11

Schedule L

{d} " " "
(7} 3,4methylenediox_,r methamphetamine
(MDMA} .... 7405
3. Section 1308,11 is amended by
removing paragraph {g}(1} and
redesignating
the existing paragraphs
(g)(2] through (g](12] as (g}(1} through

(g}(1'.}.
Daled: October 8, 1986,
lohn C lawn.
•ldmiristrator.
[FR Doc. 86-23080 Filed 10-10--88:8:45
am]
8_J.JNG
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51, No.

190 / Tuesday,

October

14, 1986

/ Rules

and

Regulations

Harvard

Medical School

Department

_

of I'syct:iatry

December

22,

_

Attorney

Ehrnstein:

Sincerely,

l'le tt__e
Assistant

enclosure

74 Fen-coood Road, Boston o2,1r

Esq.
Drive
90211

Dr.
Lester
Grinspoon
has
asked
me to
enclosed
Petition
for Review
for your

__i
Adm.

Mental Health Center

1986

Lyn
B. Ehrnstein,
257 North
Weatherly
Beverly
Hills,
CA
Dear

Massachusetts

send
you
a copy
information.

of

the

Harvard

Medical

l)eparrme_t

School

__

of l'sycbiatry

December

Massachusetts

_

22,

74 Fe_ood

1986

Robert
T. Angarola,
Esq.
Hyman,
Phelphs
& McNamara
1120 G. St., N.W.
Washington,
D.C.
20005
Dear

Mr.

Angarola:

Dr. Lester
Grinspoon
asked me to
enclosed
petition
for review
for
Sincerely,

Evelyn
Guillette
Adm.
Assistant

enclosure

send
your

you a copy
information.

of

the

Mental

Road,

Health

Boston

Center

o2*/5

Harvard ,Medical School

l)epartT_wTet
of

__

_

l'syc]._iatry

December

22,

Massachusetts Mental Health Center

74 b'en_z'oodRoad, Boston o2zt y

1986

David
E. Joranson,
Esq.
Wisconsin
Dept.
of Health
&
Social
Services
Controlled
Substances
Board
One West Wilton
St.
PO 7851
Madison,
Wisconsin
53707
Dear

Mr.

Joranson:

Dr. Lester Grinspoon
has asked me to send you a copy
enclosed
Petition
for Review
for your
information.
Sincerely,

_
Adm.

u_il'lett__e
Assistant

enclosure

of

the

